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Available from Gardners

This is gripping storytelling at its finest as
Tchaikovsky plays upon the characters’ and
reader’s fears, feeding into their imagination

and the dread of what lurks beneath the waves.
I loved every second and yearned for more.

Bunny's Pause Blog

I loved the creepiness of the old house in this
book and the mystery is very intriguing. I even

got goosebumps towards the end when
something unexpected appears. …prepare to

expect the unexpected in this Adrian
Tchaikovsky book.
The Book Magnet Blog

An imaginative mystery to be solved, which
Adrian Tchaikovsky, a master of the unexpected,
manages to entice and string you along, until you
don’t want, but need to know the answers.

Pseudo-historian Doctor Hendry is missing. His
employers want answers.

Paranormal investigators Michael and Walter join the
search party to Hendry’s remote Scottish cliff-top
home, accompanied by two unscrupulous mercenaries
and a deeply sceptical history professor.

Among the doctor’s research they find more than they
bargained for or can even comprehend, and the rescue
becomes a fight for survival.

RRP: 6.99

ISBN: 9781913603045

Adrian Tchaikovsky is an award-winning British fantasy and science fiction
author. He is a keen live role-player, occasional amateur actor, and has
trained in stage-fighting. He has written over 20 novels and won the 2016
Arthur C. Clarke Award for Children of Time and the 2017 British Fantasy
Award — Best Fantasy Novel for The Tiger and the Wolf.

• Part of a very successful kickstarter that had national press
coverage , including BBC, The Bookseller and the i-news paper.

• Dyslexia Friendly.

• Perfect quick read when travelling.

• Featured in trade Magazines.

• Publisher himself is dyslexic.

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647
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A thoughtful treatise on pregnancy wrapped
up in a bloody body-horror bow. Thana
Niveau brings the ordinary into the
supernatural.

After checking the test twice, there’s no doubt
about it; Molly Landor is pregnant. She’d always
imagined having kids – someday – but she’d
hoped it would be her choice. Planned. Not… an
accident. Somehow she just knows – she has to
keep it.

As the pregnancy progresses Molly’s behaviour
grows increasingly erratic – she pushes her friends
away, isolates herself and refuses to see a doctor.
Eventually, even Molly begins to fear there is
something unnatural growing within her.

Oh my goodness, this book is so
creepy! It's horrifying, scary but

absolutely brilliant. I loved it even
though it totally creeped me out. I'd
definitely read more from this author,
although her books might make me

want to hide behind the sofa.

The Book Magnet Blog

RRP: 6.99

ISBN:9781913603069

Thana Niveau is a horror and science fiction writer. She is the author of the short
story collections Octoberland, Unquiet Waters, and From Hell to Eternity, as well
as the novel House of Frozen Screams. She has been shortlisted three times for
the British Fantasy Awards – for Octoberland and From Hell to Eternity, and for
her short story Death Walks En Pointe. She shares her life with fellow writer John
Llewellyn Probert, in a crumbling gothic tower filled with arcane books and
curiosities. And toy dinosaurs.

• Part of a very successful kickstarter that had national press
coverage , including BBC, The Bookseller and the i-news paper.

• Dyslexia Friendly.

• Perfect quick read when travelling.

• Featured in trade Magazines.

• Publisher himself is dyslexic.

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647
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Stan Nicholls brings a note of nostalgia of
Heroic fantasy, with his signature
storytelling, a tale of heroism and personal
growth. One that can be read and re-read,
always bringing a smile at the finish.

The village of Catterby is beholden to no lord or
lady. No one believes Lord Salex Nacandro, a
sorcerer from far to the north, could be a threat.

They’re wrong.

Young warrior Kye Beven lacks confidence.
Everyone – except Kye’s friend Dyan – questions
how he was ever selected to join the ‘Band’, the
elite protectors of the village.

But when Catterby is menaced by an emissary of
Nacandro, Kye reaches for his bow and steps up to
the mark.

Kye is an amazing hero who has no
belief in himself but all he really needs
is the belief of his friend and a little

bit of magic. A wonderful fantasy tale
with a huge message: belief in

yourself is the most powerful weapon.

The Book Magnet BlogRRP: 6.99

ISBN: 9781913603007

Stan Nicholls is the author of more than thirty books and was shortlisted for the
2001 British Fantasy Award. His Orcs: First Blood trilogy is a worldwide bestseller,
with over a million copies sold to date. Both Orcs trilogies made the New York
Times bestseller list. Stan’s books have been published in more than 20 countries.
He was the first manager of Forbidden Planet’s original London store and helped
establish and run the New York branch. He received the Le'Fantastique Lifetime
Achievement Award for Contributions to Literature (2007)

• Part of a very successful kickstarter that had national press
coverage , including BBC, The Bookseller and the i-news paper.

• Dyslexia Friendly.

• Perfect quick read when travelling.

• Featured in trade Magazines.

• Publisher himself is dyslexic.

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647
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Beautifully written with an engaging, entertaining and

intelligent plot.

The Book Magnet Blog

Themystery is intriguing and though it's quickly solved,

there is still a fun twist as themaster detective reveals

the truth.

Hair Past A Freckle

Steve Savile hits the perfect note in this
homage to Sherlock Holmes. Those who are
familiar with Conan Doyle style of prose and
storytelling are in for a treat.

How can one man be in four places at once?
Lecturing to a carefully selected audience, Dr
Watson recounts the unravelling of this impossible
riddle after he and The Great Detective are
summoned to Stockholm.

The King of Sweden has been spotted in several
cities on the same day, many miles apart. Threats
of blackmail hint at some dark purpose behind this
deception. As Holmes and Watson dig deeper, they
uncover a convoluted plot of murder, mummery,
and mesmerism.

RRP: 6.99

ISBN: 9781913603021

Steven Savile is a bestselling British fantasy, horror and thriller writer. He lives just
outside Stockholm, Sweden having emigrated in 1997. His published works include
The Memory Man, Coldfall Wood, Glass Town, One Man's War, Parallel Lines, and
numerous short stories in magazines and anthologies. He has written for Games
Workshop, Primeval, Stargate and Doctor Who. Steven was a runner-up for the
British Fantasy Award in 2000 and again in 2010. He has been published in a
dozen languages and sold more than half a million copies of his novels and stories
worldwide.

• Part of a very successful kickstarter that had national press
coverage , including BBC, The Bookseller and the i-news paper.

• Dyslexia Friendly.

• Perfect quick read when travelling.

• Featured in trade Magazines.

• Publisher himself is dyslexic.

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647
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RRP: 6.99

ISBN: 9781913603144

Joseph Rudyard Kipling was an English journalist, short-story writer, poet, and
novelist. He was born in India in 1865 and the country inspired much of his
work. Kipling’s works of fiction include The Jungle Book , Kim , and many
short stories. He continued writing until his death in 1936.

• Part of a very successful kickstarter that had national press
coverage , including BBC, The Bookseller and the i-news paper.

• Dyslexia Friendly.

• Perfect quick read when travelling.

• Featured in trade Magazines.

• Publisher himself is dyslexic.

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647

The man Who Would Be King is arguably the
best and certainly the last story that Kipling
wrote while living in India. This story
encapsulated Kipling’s contradictions.

In This Classic Kipling tale, two British adventures
set out to become kings of Kafiristan and make
their fortune.

They concoct a plan to impress the locals with
their guns and military know how, and their
scheme gets off to a promising start. But as their
miniature empire expands, they begin to lose their
grip - on the situation and their sanity.

Kipling’s legacy is complicated. He was the
author of beloved children’s books such as The
Jungle Book , but has been criticized for his

portrayal of woman, racism and his support for
British imperialism. Throughout his writing,

Kipling is contradictory: he was complicit and
subversive of the imperialist ideology; he
sympathised with but was also racially

insulting to the Indian people; his portrayal of
women was admiring, but misogynistic

Forward - Alistair Sims
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If you are looking for a quintessential horror,
John Llewellyn Probert certainty delivers.
Building on its atmospheric setting the
mundane descends into madness.

Searching for a new creative outlet, just for
herself, Lynda joins Dr Sampson’s choir at the
local psychiatric hospital.

As she approaches the gates of the gothic
monstrosity on a rain lashed evening, she tells
herself it’s just her imagination setting her on
edge… right? She keeps telling herself that, until
she finds she is a prisoner. Something doesn’t
want her to leave.

I enjoyed the creeping sense of dread in this chilling read.

AHair Past A Freckle Blog

Wow! This is an excellent psychological horror. I had no

idea what was going to happen or whether what I was

reading was actual reality or the interpretation of an

inmate at the psychiatric institution. Creepy and

chilling…

The Book Magnet BlogRRP: 6.99

ISBN: 9781913603083

John Llewellyn Probert was the winner of the 2013 British Fantasy Award for best
novella with Nine Deaths of Dr Valentine. He won the Dracula Society’s Children
of the Night Award for his first book, The Faculty of Terror, in 2006. Since then he
has published fifteen volumes of horror fiction, including six short story
collections. His non-fiction publications include a book on his favourite film,
Theatre of Blood (Electric Dreamhouse) and he regularly writes about new movie
releases at his online review site, House of Mortal Cinema. He lives in a gothic
mansion in deepest Somerset with his wife, the author Thana Niveau.

• Part of a very successful kickstarter that had national press
coverage , including BBC, The Bookseller and the i-news paper.

• Dyslexia Friendly.

• Perfect quick read when travelling.

• Featured in trade Magazines.

• Publisher himself is dyslexic.

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647
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Reminiscent of masters of the spy genre,
Steven Poore tells a tale of daring do in a
world of intrigue, with his usual flare and
immaculate writing.

1958. An alternate Marrakesh. The Cold War
wages on and with the launch of Sputnik, Russia is
conquering space at last.

Young Saif’s mission; escort an undercover British
agent to the Deputy Security directorate. Evading
high tech Russian surveillance devices, Saif
borrows a grand taxi and heads to the pick-up
point.

But the agent – aka “The Lighting Rod” – is the
one man guaranteed to make a dangerous
situation more perilous.

The race is on to escape the Russian secret
service and deliver the spy safely into British
hands.

RRP: 6.99

ISBN: 9781913603120

Steven Poore co-produced the Sheffield theatre premiere of Terry Pratchett’s Wyrd
Sisters. He is a founder member of the Sheffield SF&F Writers’. His novel, Heir To
The North, was shortlisted for Best Newcomer at the British Fantasy Awards in
2017. He has featured in a number of anthologies with the BFS Award-winning
publisher Fox Spirit Books.

• Part of a very successful kickstarter that had national press
coverage , including BBC, The Bookseller and the i-news paper.

• Dyslexia Friendly.

• Perfect quick read when travelling.

• Featured in trade Magazines.

• Publisher himself is dyslexic.

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647
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Joel creates an intriguing science fiction
story that slowly peels layer upon layer of
rubble to expose myth and science combined.

The planet Wanda V has been abandoned ever
since the Gates collapsed, generations ago.
Scraping together funding and borrowed
equipment, scientist and archaeologist Hala
ventures into the ruins.

Alone on the desolate planet, Hala finds there may
be more truth in the myths of invading gods than
anyone suspected. Can Hala escape? And what
does this self-proclaimed deity want?

RRP: 6.99

ISBN: 9781913603106

Joel Cornah is an author, journalist, and blogger. His novels, The Sea-Stone
Sword and The Sky Slayer, were published BFS Award-winning publisher,
Grimbold books. He is an editor for The Science-Fiction and Fantasy Network,
which has featured authors such as Brandon Sanderson and Kameron Hurley, as
well as TV stars. He is outspoken about his dyslexia, supporting efforts to spread
awareness through talks, articles, and books. He runs The Campaign Trail
podcast, which has featured critically acclaimed authors, such as Anna Smith
Spark alongside its regular players.

• Part of a very successful kickstarter that had national press
coverage , including BBC, The Bookseller and the i-news paper.

• Dyslexia Friendly.

• Perfect quick read when travelling.

• Featured in trade Magazines.

• Publisher himself is dyslexic.

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647



I am passionate about helping people who have dyslexia, or have
any difficulty with reading, to access the joy of good fiction. At BOTH
we aim to make exciting, good quality fiction accessible to those not
currently provided for by today’s traditional mass book market.
Furthermore we wanted to create a tool for our fellow booksellers to
help those customers who live with dyslexia and find reading books
challenging.

We are working with talented and award winning authors to publish
titles, which are dyslexic friendly books aimed at adults and older
teens.

Our plan for the future is to publish more amazing books with some
of the best authors across the country and beyond.

Available from Gardners

Available from BOTH press

Contact details
Dr. Alistair Sims
01275 873647
booksonthehill@gmail.com

Books on the Hill
75 Hill Road
Clevedon
BS21 7PL


